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Paper Writing Guidance 

 

Compose a thesis statement of 1-2 sentences that references your entire argument. 

Include in the first paragraph this thesis statement, as well as a “roadmap” which is the 

direction the body of your paper will take to support the argument. The roadmap should 

briefly describe each main point in order, never out of sequence, and perhaps hint at the 

relationships that connect them. Key decision point: is the roadmap for your body 

already embedded in the thesis statement, or do you need to spell it out in another 1-3 

sentences?  

Either way, you need to provide the thesis statement and roadmap a prominent place in 

the first paragraph so that the reader can recognize them and their function, which sets 

up the reader to only have to manage one task while reading your body – assess the 

support you provide, your evidence, to determine the quality of the argument.  

If you make the reader perform “double duty” while reading the body, that is, assessing 

your evidence while still trying to guess at your thesis and roadmap, you have failed to 

properly organize your paper, have overtaxed the reader and have hurt the ability of the 

paper to communicate your argument. Poor communication equals a poor paper. 

Paragraph I – Introductory paragraph 

 Opening introductory statement, question, quotation or some combination of 

these 

 Thesis statement (1-2 sentences) 

 Roadmap (1-3 sentences) 

 Transition to main point one 

Paragraph II – Main point one 

 Continue transition from introductory paragraph if desired 

 Clearly spell out topic sentence (as mini-thesis for this paragraph, describes main 

point and relates it to thesis) 

 Support sentences, including evidence from authority, quantitative and/or 

qualitative data 

 Transition to next main point 

Paragraph III – Main point two 

 Continue transition from previous paragraph if desired 

 Clearly spell out topic sentence (as mini-thesis for this paragraph, describes main 

point and relates it to thesis) 

 Support sentences, including evidence from authority, quantitative and/or 

qualitative data 

 Transition to next main point 
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Paragraph IV – Main point three 

 Continue transition from previous paragraph if desired 

 Clearly spell out topic sentence (as mini-thesis for this paragraph, describes main 

point and relates it to thesis) 

 Support sentences, including evidence from authority, quantitative and/or 

qualitative data 

 Transition to conclusion paragraph 

Paragraph V – Concluding paragraph  

 Continue transition from previous paragraph if desired 

 Restate thesis statement, creatively changing wording as desired 

 Restate roadmap, creatively changing wording as desired 

 Close with interesting, thematically relevant statement, question, quotation or 

some combination! Voilà! 


